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Abstract
Powerful neural measurement and perturbation tools have positioned mice as an ideal species for probing the
neural circuit mechanisms of cognition. Crucial to this success is the ability to motivate animals to perform
specific behaviors. One successful strategy is to restrict their water intake, rewarding them with water during a
behavioral task. However, water restriction requires rigorous monitoring of animals’ health and hydration status
and can be challenging for some mice. We present an alternative that allows mice more control over their
water intake: free home-cage access to water, made slightly sour by a small amount of citric acid (CA). In a
previous study, rats with free access to CA water readily performed a behavioral task for water rewards,
although completing fewer trials than under water restriction (Reinagel, 2018). We here extend this approach
to mice and confirm its robustness across multiple laboratories. Mice reduced their intake of CA water while
maintaining healthy weights. Continuous home-cage access to CA water only subtly impacted their willingness
to perform a decision-making task, in which they were rewarded with sweetened water. When free CA water
was used instead of water restriction only on weekends, learning and decision-making behavior were unaffected. CA water is thus a promising alternative to water restriction, allowing animals more control over their
water intake without interfering with behavioral performance.
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Significance Statement
High-throughput, reliable behavioral training is a key requirement for the use of mice in behavioral and systems neuroscience but depends crucially on ability to motivate animals to perform specific behaviors. Here,
we present an alternative method to commonly used methods of water restriction: free home-cage access
to water, made slightly sour by a small amount of citric acid (CA). This non-labor-intensive, low-error option
benefits animal health without hindering behavioral training progress. CA water can serve as a reliable and
standardized strategy to achieve high quality task behavior, further facilitating the use of mice in highthroughput behavioral studies.

Introduction
The mouse is an indispensable species for systems
neuroscience, thanks to a rich set of available tools to record and manipulate brain structure and function,
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combined with the knowledge of teaching mice specific
behavioral tasks. While long thought to be beyond the capacities of the mouse (Abbott, 2010), mice are now
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routinely trained to perform abstract sensory, navigational
and decision-making tasks (Carandini and Churchland,
2013; Guo et al., 2014; Goltstein et al., 2018). Crucial to
this success is the ability to motivate them to perform
specific behaviors.
One successful strategy is to restrict animals’ water access, and reward them with fluids for performing behavioral
tasks (Skinner, 1936; Toth and Gardiner, 2000; Guo et al.,
2014; Goltstein et al., 2018). The mouse’s ability to thrive on
little water matches its evolutionary past on steppes and
other dry environments (Fertig and Edmonds, 1969). In a laboratory setting, however, water restriction requires rigorous
monitoring of animal’s health and hydration status, usually
with daily weighing and precisely measured water intake
(Toth and Gardiner, 2000).
We here consider a complementary, alternative approach: free access to water, in which a small amount of
citric acid (CA) has been dissolved. CA is a food preservative which makes water taste slightly sour. Rats reduce their
intake of CA water without getting sick or dehydrated
(Watson et al., 1986). Moreover, free CA water has only subtle
impacts on rats’ willingness to perform behavioral tasks in
which they are rewarded with plain water (Reinagel, 2018).
This strategy has significant advantages for both animal welfare and scientific throughput. However, free access to 2%
CA water led to a reduction in trial yield of around 30% in 2-h
daily training sessions (Reinagel, 2018), impeding its use in
high-throughput behavioral paradigms. Moreover, it is not
known whether this approach would also work in mice. We
here set out to test the safety and efficacy of CA water in
mice, and explore further strategies that combine the benefits
of freely accessible CA water with high trial yields.
Mice readily consumed CA water without adverse
health effects. In adult mice, access to 2% CA water resulted in stable weights, and water intake similar to commonly used water restriction regimes. Giving mice free
access to CA water on weekends did not affect trial numbers or task performance on subsequent training days.
Specifically, mice with free access to CA water on weekends were motivated to perform many trials (500–1000
daily) evenly over the week, doing a decision-making task
in which they earned sugar water. In a large dataset of
mouse decision-making behavior (The International Brain
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Laboratory et al., 2020), weekend regimes of traditional
water restriction versus free CA water led to similar weight
and learning curves. Free access to 2% CA water thus allows animals more control over their water intake, without
negative effects on behavioral performance.

Materials and Methods
Experiments were approved by ORBEA Animal Welfare
Body at the Champalimaud Center for the Unknown
(CCU; number 2016/005) and the Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory (CSHL) Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (protocol 16-13-10-7, amendment approved
2018-07-28).
Experimental design
The data from cohort 4 are part of a large, public dataset (described in The International Brain Laboratory et al.,
2020) and available at https://data.internationalbrainlab.
org. All other experiments were collected separately
(although in the case of cohort 3, using the same behavioral task and apparatus as described in The International
Brain Laboratory et al., 2020; see also below, Decisionmaking task). COVID-19-related lab shutdowns and following restrictions led to unavoidable disruptions of the
course of some experiments and prevented the enlargement of sample sizes.
Cohort 1
Seventeen mice (11 male and six female wild-type
Thy1-GCaMP6, C57BL/6 background, 2-3 months)
were single-housed. Each animal’s baseline weight was
recorded on five consecutive days, while they had free
access to plain water in their home-cage. They were then
divided into three groups (with males and females randomly assigned), each with its own water regime. The
first group (n = 8) received measured amounts of water
each weekday. This was either 600 ml, or 40 ml of water
per gram of body weight as measured right before water
administration (range 600–1150 ml). On Saturday they received double this amount, while no water was administered on Sundays. The second group (n = 5) had access
to free water in their home-cage, in which CA (1% or 2%)
was dissolved. The last group (n = 4) remained on free
water in their home-cage and served as a control. No animals showed signs of dehydration, or were dropped
from the study.
The home-cage bottles with regular or 2% CA water
were weighed daily, and the weight change used as a
proxy for the volume of water consumed. To measure
thirst, each animal was placed in a cage with 2 ml of plain
water for 5 min on days 16, 24, and 29. For the animals on
measured water, these 5 min replaced their daily measured water administration.
Mice in this study were on average nine weeks old on
the first day of the experimental intervention. Expected
weight curves were computed from weighings of agematched animals not undergoing fluid restriction, from
The Jackson Laboratory (2015).
eNeuro.org
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Figure 1. Mice maintain healthy weights and water intake on CA water. A, Average weight (as a fraction of each animal’s baseline
weight) for 17 young animals, divided into four experimental groups. The age-matched weight curve expected for C57BL/6J mice
(The Jackson Laboratory, 2015) on free water is shown as a reference (thick black line). On day 11 (the Friday of the second week
after the intervention), the CA group was switched from 1% to 2% CA in their home-cage water bottle. Error bars show mean 6
68% confidence intervals across animals. B, Volume of water drank in the home-cage, estimated by measuring water bottles daily
(days 11–29) for the cohorts of mice on free plain (blue) or 2% CA (red) water. Each data point is the average for one animal; boxplots show median and quartiles. C, Plain water consumed in 5 min of free access, measured on days 16, 24, and 29, indicated with
gray shaded bars in A. Each data point is the average for one animal; boxplots show median and quartiles. D, Weight curves of 11
older animals, before and after switching from free plain water to 2% CA water. Age-matched expected growth curves for C57BL/6
mice (The Jackson Laboratory, 2018) are shown as a reference in black. See Extended Data Figure 1-1 for growth-corrected and individual weight curves.

supplemented with measured water or HydroGel at the
end of the day. No animals showed signs of dehydration,
or were dropped from the study.

Cohort 2
Twelve mice (five females and seven males, C57BL/6,
The Jackson Laboratory, 6–17 months) were co-housed
with their siblings. One animal was overweight at the start
of the experiment (.45 g, body condition score 5), and
was excluded; we thus show the data for 11 mice in
Figure 1D. No animals showed signs of dehydration, or
were dropped from the study. Each animal’s baseline
weight was recorded on five consecutive days, while they
had free access to plain water in their home-cage. We
then switched their home-cage water to 2% CA, and recorded their daily weight. Laboratory shutdowns because
of COVID-19 required us to cease this experiment, preventing a longer-term assessment of the effects of 2% CA
water on body weight in older mice.
Mice in this study were on average 44 weeks old on the
first day of the experimental intervention. Expected weight
curves were computed from weighings of age-matched
animals not undergoing fluid restriction, from The
Jackson Laboratory (2018).

Cohort 4
We re-analyzed data of mice that completed training on
a visual decision-making task (both basic and full tasks,
see below) before 23 March 2020. All animals (140 male
and female C57BL/6J, experiments performed across
seven institutions) started with a week of water restriction,
handling and habituation, after which they began training.
On weekdays, if they did not earn all their required water
in the task, they were supplemented with HydroGel. On
weekends, mice received either measured water or
HydroGel (40 ml/g of body weight or 1 ml/d, depending on
institutional protocols), or free access to 2% CA water.
See The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2020) for detailed descriptions of the apparatus, handling and husbandry, and automated training protocols. Data are
available at https://data.internationalbrainlab.org.

Cohort 3
Six mice (male C57BL/6, Charles River, 8–18 months)
were single-housed. On each weekday, animals performed a decision-making task (full task, as described
below). We then varied the liquid regimes, with different
types of water administration both during the weekend
and weekdays (Fig. 2J). Home-cage bottles were put into
the cage on Friday evening and removed on Monday
morning, except for the conditions where free water (regular or 2% CA) was also available on weekdays. When no
home-cage bottle was available and mice did not earn
their minimum required amount of 1 ml/d, they were

Decision-making task
Mice learned to perform a visual decision-making
task where they detected the presence of a visual grating to their left or right, and reported the perceived location by turning a steering wheel (The International
Brain Laboratory et al., 2020). The stimulus moved with
the wheel rotation, remaining on the screen until feedback. For each correct response, mice received 1.5 ml
of 10% sucrose water. Trial duration was estimated
from stimulus onset to the delivery of feedback (either the
water reward or a white noise indicating an error). Visual stimuli were presented at variable contrast (0–100%), allowing us
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Figure 2. Mice perform many trials, even with free access to CA water. A, Mouse weights per condition, normalized to each animal’s
average weight over the course of the experiment. B, C, Weights as in A, per weekday. D, Trials performed per condition. E, F,
Trials as in D, per weekday. G, Performance on easy trials (50% or 100% visual contrast), per condition. H, I, Performance as in G,
per weekday. Error bars show mean 6 68% CI across animals. J, Schematic of all liquid regimes. Left top corner shows a schematic of the behavioral task. See Extended Data Figure 2-1 for day-by-day data throughout the experiment and Extended Data
Figure 2-2 for comparisons with CA dissolved in HydroGel.

to fit psychometric functions to quantify each animal’s behavior. The duration of each session was dependent on the engagement of the animal, which was determined through
automated criteria (The International Brain Laboratory et al.,
2020; see their Fig. 1e and Supplemental Table 3). Early in
training, animals were supplemented toward the institutional
minimum of 1 ml/d or 40 ml/g of body after the experimental
session. After they became proficient at the behavioral task,
they usually performed enough trials to fully earn their water
requirement in the rig on weekdays.
A mouse was considered proficient at this basic task
once its behavior met a set of prespecified criteria:
.400 trials performed in each of the last three sessions;
accuracy .80% correct on easy trials in each of the last
three sessions; and on a psychometric function fit on those
three sessions combined, a threshold of ,19, absolute bias
January/February 2021, 8(1) ENEURO.0230-20.2020

of ,16, and lapses ,0.2 (The International Brain Laboratory
et al., 2020; Appendix 2). Extended Data Figure 3-1E–I
shows behavioral data and psychometric function fits from
the 3 d leading up to the animal being trained. The psychometric function has the following form:


xm
c ðxÞ ¼ g 1 ð1  g  l Þ erf
1 1 =2;
s
where x is the signed visual contrast, m is a stimulus-independent bias term, s is the steepness of the psychometric function, and g and l are lapse rates. After reaching
task proficiency, animals proceeded to a more complex
full task, where they combined visual information with an
asymmetric stimulus prior that switched between blocks
(The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2020).
eNeuro.org
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Figure 3. Weekend CA water does not adversely affect learning behavior. A, Weight curves (normalized by each animal’s free water
weight), separately for animals receiving measured water (in accordance with local IACUC protocols) or free 2% CA water on weekends and other non-training days. B, Trial counts in a decision-making task over the course of learning. Training started ;8 d after
the beginning of water restriction. C, Learning curves, showing performance on easy trials with 50% or 100% visual contrast. D–I,
Various measures of learning rates and stable behavior, separated by the weekend regime used in each lab. D, Number of days
until reaching training criteria. E–I, For the three days over which animals passes training criteria, (E) average number of trials performed per day, (F) threshold from a psychometric function fit, (G) choice bias from a psychometric function fit, (H) lapse rate from a
psychometric function fit, and (I) median trial duration. See Extended Data Figure 3-1 for an examination of sex differences.

CA water preparation
CA (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved into tap water at 1%
or 2% mass/volume (m/v). That is, at 2% m/v, 2 g of CA
powder was mixed into 100-ml water and shaken until
dissolved. Bottles were replaced with fresh CA water
weekly, or when empty.
Data analysis
Data about each animal (sex, date of birth, lineage),
their water intake and weights were logged in the Alyx
colony management system (The International Brain
Laboratory et al., 2019) and analyzed using DataJoint
(Yatsenko et al., 2018). We visualized all data in python, using pandas and seaborn (Waskom et al.,
2020). Statistics were done using the Pingouin package (Vallat, 2018).
For psychometric function parameters, as well as learning rates, daily trial counts and trial durations, we report
statistics from an independent t test to test the effect of
weekend water regime (Fig. 3). The degrees of freedom
were corrected for unequal variances using a Welch–
Satterthwaite correction. The corresponding Bayes factor
January/February 2021, 8(1) ENEURO.0230-20.2020

indicates evidence for the null hypothesis of no difference
when ,1.
Code and data availability
All code and instructions for reproducing figures and
statistics are available at https://github.com/int-brain-lab/
citricAcid.

Results
Mice maintain health weights and water intake on CA
water
We first confirmed that mice remained healthy and
maintained stable weights when given free access to CA
water (Fig. 1A). Three subgroups of young animals (cohort
1: total n = 17, 2-3 months old) were given measured
amounts of daily water, free plain water, or free CA water
in their home-cage. All animals were healthy (as judged
by frequent experimenter handling and inspection) and
showed no signs of dehydration. Over time, mice with access to free plain water steadily gained weight (Fig. 1A,
dark blue), as expected for young C57BL/6J mice with access to free food and water (Fig. 1A, thick black line).
eNeuro.org
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Mice on measured water rapidly lost weight over the first
week, after which their weight loss reversed (Fig. 1A, light
blue line), matching previous reports (Guo et al., 2014).
Mice with access to CA water at a low concentration (1%
m/v) did not show adverse health effects nor signs of dehydration, and lost only modest amounts of weight (Fig.
1A, red line). These animals also tolerated CA at a higher
concentration of 2% m/v (Fig. 1A), in line with findings in
rats (Reinagel, 2018). With free access to CA water, animals’ weights stabilized after about a week (Fig. 1A, days
11–30).
Since these young animals (on average nine weeks old
at the start of the experiment) were still growing, their
weights did not solely reflect the water regime. Taking
into account this expected weight gain with age, animals
on free CA water showed stable weights around 78–95%
(Extended Data Fig. 1-1A,B). We also repeated weight
measurements in older mice (Fig. 1D). After switching to
free CA water, animals were healthy and maintained stable weights (Fig. 1D). In the second week after introducing
2% CA water, animals retained on average 83% (78–
91%) of their baseline body weight (Extended Data Fig.
1-1C). While a weight loss of 20% is considerably larger
than for rats with free access to 2% CA water (who retained 97% of their baseline body weight, Reinagel,
2018), it is similar to those stable weights obtained under
widely used water restriction protocols (75–85% after
several weeks of water restriction; Guo et al., 2014).
As expected from CA-induced weight loss, animals
with access to CA water reduced their fluid intake (Fig.
1B,C). Mice consumed 3.9 ml of plain water per day
(range 2.6–6.3 ml; Fig. 1B, blue), but only about one third
as much 2% CA water (1.3 ml, range 1.3–1.5 ml; Fig. 1B,
red). Importantly, mice with access to free 2% CA water
were still motivated to drink plain water. In 5 min of free
access, they drank 0.58–0.99 ml of plain water, similar to
animals receiving daily measured water (Fig. 1C). Not only
did animals tolerate 2% CA water well, these data also
suggest that free access to CA water might not impede
animals’ motivation to perform behavioral tasks to earn
more palatable liquids.
Mice perform many trials, even with free access to CA
water
In a new cohort of animals (cohort 2: n = 6, 8–18 months)
that had been trained on the visual decision-making task
(The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2020), we tested
how different liquid regimes affected animals’ willingness
to work for sweetened water rewards (Fig. 2). Animals
performed a decision-making task for 45–90 min each
weekday and earned a drop of 10% sucrose water for
each correct response. The length of each session was
dictated by the automated detection of the animal’s engagement, allowing them to work to satiety (The
International Brain Laboratory et al., 2020; see their Fig.
1e and Supplemental Table 3). Expert animals usually
earned more than their minimum daily water requirement
(determined by institutional protocols) in the task and did
not require supplemental fluids. In this cohort, we then
January/February 2021, 8(1) ENEURO.0230-20.2020
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varied the liquid regime from week to week over several
months (Fig. 2J; Extended Data Fig. 2-1).
On weekends and other non-training days, mice are
commonly given either daily measured water, or free access to a bottle in their home-cage. When mice drank
measured amounts (1 ml) of plain water on weekends
(light blue circle), they performed sessions of 730–1230
trials stably over the week (Fig. 2E). This practice is commonly used in laboratories that perform high-throughput
mouse training. It is also the most laborious for the experimenter, who needs to provide measured amounts of
water each day of the weekend. On the contrary, free
home-cage water during the weekend (blue, rightwardpointing triangle) resulted in lower trial counts and worse
performance on Mondays and Tuesdays (97–420 trials on
Mondays vs 668–1140 trials on Fridays; t(5) = 3.951,
p = 0.0109, Bf10 = 6.491; Fig. 2E,H; Busse et al., 2011).
Under this regime, weights often fluctuated dramatically
over the course of the week (weight loss of around 10% of
body weight or ;3 g between Mondays and Fridays; Fig.
2B), which may have adverse effects on animal health
(Rowland, 2007).
Free access to 2% CA water over the weekend (pink,
downward pointing triangle) combines the best of both
approaches. Without requiring experimenter intervention
on days without training, animals maintained stable
weights (Fig. 2C), and consistently performed many trials
(Fig. 2F). We could not detect a significant difference in
the number of trials performed after a weekend with free
2% CA water (682 trials/d, range 535–826) versus measured water (733 trials/d, range 634–817; t(5) = 0.880, p =
0.4193, Bf10 = 0.505; Fig. 2D). Similarly, high trial yields
were achieved by providing CA dissolved in HydroGel
cups, a practical alternative in cases where bottled water
is difficult to provide (Extended Data Fig. 2-2).
Free CA water yields the most trials when given only on
weekends, but can also be kept in the home-cage
throughout the week. When free 2% CA was available
continuously (red, upward pointing triangle), the number
of trials slightly decreased from Monday to Friday (435–
1019 on Mondays vs 312–513 on Fridays; t(5) = 3.002,
p = 0.0300, Bf10 = 3.035; Fig. 2F). As a result, the average
number of trials was slightly lower than when the 2% CA
water bottle was removed on Monday morning (average
573 vs 682 trials, t(5) = 2.505, p = 0.0542, Bf10 = 1.971;
Fig. 2D). While both continuous and weekend-only CA
water allow for stable health and fairly high motivation, a
regime with continuous 2% CA water availability may not
consistently yield the high trial numbers required for some
experimental purposes.
Weekend CA water does not adversely affect learning
behavior
Since mice maintained high motivation with free CA
water on weekends, we implemented this strategy across
several laboratories in a large-scale neuroscience collaboration (The International Brain Laboratory et al., 2020).
All animals underwent standardized surgeries and training
protocols to learn a visual decision-making task (The
International Brain Laboratory et al., 2020). Because of
eNeuro.org
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differences in local animal care arrangements and licenses, two different protocols were used on weekends:
four labs (82 mice) used free 2% CA water, whereas the
other five labs (58 mice) gave measured water or
HydroGel. This allowed us to investigate the effects of CA
water in a large cohort of animals, trained in different laboratories across seven institutions.
Across all labs, and regardless of the weekend water regime, animals successfully learned the task over the
course of a few weeks (Fig. 3B,C). Both water regimes
also resulted in similar weight curves, with a characteristic
rapid drop and subsequent slow weight gain as animals
learned to earn sucrose water in the task (Fig. 3A). The
number of days needed to complete training (determined
as reaching a specified set of behavioral criteria; The
International Brain Laboratory et al., 2020; see their
Supplemental Table 2), did not vary with weekend water
strategy (t(101) = 1.47, p = 0.145, Bf10 = 0.491; Fig. 3D).
Upon training completion, multiple measures of animal
behavior were indistinguishable between those labs
using measured water versus CA water on weekends:
the number of trials performed per day (t(104) = 1.33,
p = 0.188, Bf10 = 0.410; Fig. 3E), visual threshold (t(128) =
0.10, p = 0.919, Bf10 = 0.185; Fig. 3F), choice bias
(t(116) = 1.05, p = 0.297, Bf10 = 0.304; Fig. 3G), lapse rate
(t(133) = 1.36, p = 0.175, Bf10 = 0.429; Fig. 3H), and median trial duration (t(128) = 0.03, p = 0.978, Bf10 = 0.184;
Fig. 3I). These patterns were similar for both male and female mice (Extended Data Fig. 3-1). This suggests that
CA water is a reliable alternative to water restriction for
achieving high quality mouse behavior.

Discussion
High-throughput, reliable behavioral training is a key requirement for the use of mice in behavioral and systems
neuroscience. Here, we have shown that free access to
CA water is well tolerated, and motivates mice to perform
many trials of a decision-making task in which they earn
sugar water. We thus consider CA water a promising alternative to water restriction for some experimental
regimes.
In contrast to commonly used water restriction regimes,
free access to CA water allows animals full control over
the amount and timing of their water intake. Home-cage
access to food and CA water also enables animals to eat
and drink simultaneously, which benefits their metabolism
and nutrition (Fertig and Edmonds, 1969; Toth and
Gardiner, 2000). In some institutions, drinking water is
acidified to reduce bacterial growth (Reinagel, 2018).
Since 2% CA water has pH 2.07, it may convey antibacterial properties that benefit animal welfare.
Beyond extending previous experiments with CA water
from rats (Watson et al., 1986; Reinagel, 2018) to mice,
we here propose a new variant that maintains high trial
yields. Young rats with continuous access to 2% CA
water perform only around 68% of their water-restricted
trial counts during daily sessions (84% for live-in behavioral testing; Reinagel, 2018). Similarly, when CA water
was available throughout the week, mice performed
around 22% fewer trials compared with usual conditions
January/February 2021, 8(1) ENEURO.0230-20.2020
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(no home-cage water available on testing days, measured
water on weekends). Such continuous CA accessibility
may thus be suitable if high trial yields are not needed, or
if the baseline trial count is sufficiently high that an acceptable number of trials can be collected. As an alternative, we here propose that providing CA water only on
weekends and other non-training days balances animal
welfare with ease of use and behavioral throughput.
While we have achieved a satisfactory balance between
water intake and trial counts using a concentration of 2%
CA (m/v), this concentration could be further fine-tuned
based on the details of each experimental setup. Trial
yield may also depend on individual animal’s taste perception (which likely varies between species and strains),
task design (e.g., head-fixed vs freely moving), and local
factors such as food or environmental humidity. For instance, if only CA water is available in the home-cage,
sweetened task water likely further increases animals’
willingness to work. The strategy of placing animals on
free CA water over the weekend may not be viable for all
experiments: for example, studies investigating differences in reward and taste processing, or those requiring
precise tracking of individual animal’s fluid intake.
Beyond benefits to animal welfare, eliminating water restriction also benefits the quality and throughput of behavioral experiments. It removes the need to give animals
supplemental fluids on days when they do not train (e.g.,
weekends) or days when they do not earn their water requirements in the task (as often happens early in training).
Such supplements are often beyond the capacities of routine animal care procedures, and require scientific personnel’s daily attention and record-keeping. Besides
being highly labor-intensive, water supplements carry a
risk of human error in the timing and precise delivery of required water amounts, as well as the distribution of water
between co-housed mice. Unexpected absence of experimental personnel usually requires animals to be placed
on free plain water, which can impede their progress in
behavioral training for many days or weeks afterward.
Free access to CA water provides a relatively nonlabor-intensive, low-error option for keeping animals
healthy without hindering behavioral training progress.
This suggests that CA water can serve as a reliable and
standardized strategy to achieve high quality task behavior, further facilitating the use of mice in high-throughput
behavioral studies.
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